ANNEX C

Additional information in support of Review Application
Since the review application was submitted, as applicant I have the following additional information
to provide to the Committee as supporting information.
1.0 Management of the business.
1.1 I believe that the licence holder at the time of the review application was no longer connected
to the business. As further evidence of this the name of the shop concerned has been changed
from Food 4 Less (as detailed on the licence) to that of Transilvania as per the photograph
below.

1.2 Further I have checked with the Councils Environmental Health service on the food operator at
the premises. They had cause to visit in 2018, 2019 and 2020 and list Mars Continental Limited
as the business operator on site. The premises licence holder at the time of review was not
believed to be connected to this company although the DPS listed on the licence is a director.
1.3 On December 10th I met with a company representative of the premises Mr Rusu. A transfer
application was submitted and information on licence compliance was provided in terms of
sales refusal, CCTV provision, controls in respect of underage, and staff training certificates for
some current staff. The licence was formerly in the name of the company now reapplying. As a
result, my concerns at the premises are now part addressed in terms of promoting the licensing
objectives.

1.5 The premises sell a significant amount of alcohol as part of a general convenience store offering
European foods.

2. 0 Promotion of the Licensing Objectives
2.1 Public Health have now contacted the Licensing team and confirmed that using the Beds, Bucks
and Milton Keyes LMK Alcohol Licensing Tool, the location scores “very high, 98%” due to the
number of Looked After Children, Off Licence Density, pub density and the index of Multiple
deprivation (based on the postcode of the location). This means that alcohol supply must be
controlled for a licence to be in place.
2.2 The Designated Premises supervisor although a director of the proposed premises licence
holder does not appear to be at the premises to supervise the day-to-day supply of alcohol. I
believe he should therefore be removed from the licence. Correspondence from the new
licence holder says that he is at the premises constantly but there is no evidence of this from
the licensing visits made. An update will be given at the hearing
2.3 The proposed new premises licence holder has submitted a hand drawn plan of layout changes
but not yet submitted a minor variation as required despite being given advice to do so. I am
still concerned the premises is not complying with its licence. An update will be given at the
hearing.
2.4 Various visits to the premises have not satisfied me that the staff can explain controls clearly in
respect of alcohol supply and I believe a written document that explains what training has been
given would assist demonstrate of this. The new licence holder has confirmed there is a written
system of delegation in place but cannot evidence this.

